LEARNING SPACES
Solutions for Students, Teachers, and Staff
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WE ARE YOUR BEST STUDENT

Bring us a problem and we will deliver solutions.
At Interior Concepts, it’s what we do.
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STEAM ENVIRONMENTS
Ready for bytes, bots, and brushes. You never know what activity might be going on in a
STEAM classroom from day to day, which is why multipurpose furniture with mobility is imperative for
teachers and students. Furniture needs to accommodate presentations, facilitate individual and team

Successful STEAM classrooms share these traits:
• Hands-on learning area
• Designated space for computers and equipment
• Lots of storage
• Mobile and reconfigurable furniture that adapts to
		 lessons and activities

collaboration, provide flexible workstations, and withstand hard use for years to come.
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MEDIA CENTERS AND
LEARNING COMMONS
A little bit of this. A little bit of that. A lot of potential. Traditional libraries at all levels
of education have been given a 21st century makeover into multipurpose rooms where students have
places to socialize, work independently, read books, create content, research online, hold a meeting,
or have a class that harnesses technology in a STEAM or maker curriculum. These rooms, regardless of
name, have this in common — they are where information, technology, and more traditional resources
collide. They are textbook examples of “multipurpose”, meeting all the different demands of students
and teachers with both flexible and task-specific furniture situated throughout the spaces.

Markerboard worktops, available in bright
colors, are both functional and fun for
informational commons rooms.
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CAREER & TECHNICAL EDUCATION
Specific answers to a wide range of needs. With increased access to cutting edge
technology in K–12 schools, there are now countless fields of study beyond the traditional reading,
writing, and arithmetic. However, high-tech fields like computer animation, CAD design, 3-D printing,
architectural drafting, graphic design, and computer programming frequently require furniture capable
of handling unique conditions. Adding to the challenge, each 21st century subject might have a different
“must-have” feature — lab carts, chemical resistant worksurfaces, height-adjustable tables, or even
drafting tables. This variability is not a trick question to Interior Concepts, since we tailor each furniture
solution to the subject, teacher, and students’ requirements. We answer every question, including the
extra credit ones.
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CLASSROOMS AND TABLES
Here, there, and everywhere. Tables are the Swiss Army knife in learning spaces. Easily moved,
especially with casters, classrooms furnished with tables can have layouts reconfigured from lecture,
to U-shaped, to small group quickly. Many tables that join together for collaborative work can also be
separated for independent work and back again as lessons change, including many unique shapes
beyond circle, square, or rectangular. When equipped with height-adjustability, shifting from seated
to standing — and everything in between — tables can easily adapt to multiple age groups and
curriculums. Markerboard tops enable group brainstorming and Motion Flip-Top tables are easily stored
when fewer students are present. Power options also allow simple charging for tablets or laptops,
and our EnerGEE! battery even provides all-day power without being connected to a building’s power
supply. The options are indeed endless.
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COMPUTER LABS
Click. Type. Learn. The role of computers in classrooms has evolved from basic keyboarding and
accounting classes to technology-driven curriculum across all subject areas. With students employing
robust software packages, these technology-rich computer labs require dedicated workstations
designed to comfortably accommodate students and their CPUs, monitors, scanners, and printers. Since
these courses are often in high demand, Interior Concepts has designed space-efficient workstations
that smoothly integrate technology for the greatest number of students. IT departments also appreciate
the Chase™ Wire Management System because of its ability to help simplify equipment connections and
hide wires and cables. Optional workstation divider panels, built to the inch, also allow computer labs to
meet rigorous testing specifications.
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INSTRUCTOR DESKS &
PLANNING ROOMS
Places to land and places to plan. Responding to
the evolution of classrooms into high-tech and flexible learning
spaces, instructor furniture has also changed to be more mobile,
conducive to teacher/student interactions, and technology
friendly. Some schools have even done away with a traditional
permanent teacher desk in classrooms and instead have planning

Height-Adjustable

rooms where teachers can better coordinate lesson plans with
their peers; equipped with just a podium, the classroom can then
be shared by different teachers. Instructor furniture that satisfies
varied needs, tastes, and teaching styles will be designed hand-inhand with us to ensure that your instructors receive exactly what
works best for their environments.
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ADMINISTRATIVE & RECEPTION AREAS
Smart designs for front and back offices. From smiling faces that greet visitors to the IT
department keeping the entire district humming, furniture for support staff encompasses a wide variety
of needs. Sports coaches can plan game strategies in one large room, but guidance counselors discuss
futures in private offices. Payroll departments require locking storage for human resource records and
principals want seating for meetings with students or staff. There may not be a one-size fits all furniture
solution, but with our wide variety of ergonomic desktops, storage components, image-enhancing
finish options, to-the-inch construction, and designs tailored specifically to task requirements, we can
provide staff with the right furniture and work tools that facilitate day-to-day productivity and increase
job satisfaction. Our smart and tailored approach earns gold stars wherever we go.
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OPTIONS AND ACCESSORIES

SPECIFICATIONS

To see more options, please visit interiorconcepts.com, or ask your sales representative.

• Workstations can be custom-designed and manufactured to very exact dimensions — any length, depth, or
height — and different connectors allow for an almost infinite variety of configurations.
• At the heart of the Interior Concepts system is 1" square, 16-gauge steel tubing assembled using patented zinc-cast
connectors with ABS plastic sleeves. The tubing frame is finished with epoxy powder coat paint.
• A patented panel-molding system holds panel inserts in place. This assembly technique allows for the easy
removal and replacement of panel inserts without disturbing wires or cables and without requiring disassembly
of the furniture.

Coordinating
3MM Edgeband

Markerboard
Worksurface
(white and colors)

Butcher-Block
Worksurface

Chemical Resistant
Worksurface

Grommets

Powered Grommets

• Worksurfaces are 1.25" thick and finished with a high-pressure wear-resistant laminate writing surface with a
balancing laminate backer sheet on the underside of the worksurface.
• A broad palette of options exists for panels, laminate worksurfaces, and 3MM edges in solid colors, patterns,
and wood grains, making it easy to maintain a consistent and coordinated look throughout your organization.

Power/Data/
HDMI/VGA

EnerGEE! Battery

Connect2

Cable Trough

Leg Wire
Management

LinkLatch Ganging
Mechanism

THE INTERIOR CONCEPTS PROCESS
LOOK through our product selection to find the design that will work for you. Contact us to start your project, and a
project manager will contact you to discuss your needs and find the best furniture solution.

DESIGN YOUR FURNITURE LIVE. After our design expert works with you to define your needs, he or she will propose an
initial furniture solution. Over a web conference, you will see how the furniture and layout will look in your space. Make
live changes and select colors to see a visual of the final design of your furniture solution.
Mesh
Modesty Panel

Metal
Modesty Panel

Ergonomic Keyboard

Keyboard Trays

Monitor Arms

Paper Management

PLACE YOUR ORDER. Once you give the go-ahead on your design, the plans go directly to the factory floor and into production.
After production, the furniture will ship to you, and our professional installers will assemble it on-site. Throughout each step,
we will work with you to answer your questions and make sure you get your furniture when you want it.

STORAGE

SEATING

AFTER THE INSTALLATION, your furniture will require little maintenance, since our system does not have end caps or loose

Bookcases, Media Cabinets, Pedestals, Wardrobe Cabinets

Task, Guest, Multipurpose, Stools, Soft Seating

pieces. Should you need it, your furniture is backed by a limited lifetime warranty. Plus, we keep a record of your furniture
order on file, so future reconfigurations and additions are a breeze.

Limited Lifetime Warranty
Visit interiorconcepts.com for additional warranty information.
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